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Key to greater profitability in turbulent periods. 

 

Executive Summary 

What-if scenario and forecasting are crucial to build the future for 

one‘s hotel. These functions calculate the effect of the changes one 

might/has face and help to plan from A-Z: budget planning for all 

different hotel departments to risk assessment of different planning 

scenarios. 

 

 

Introduction: How to plan smart in turbulent periods. 

Even in uncertain times: Those who (correctly) plans, have success. But what does planning actually mean in the 

hotel industry? What advantages do What-if scenarios and forecasting bring? Do What-if scenario planning and 

forecasting only mean additional effort in the end?  We would like to clarify these questions and at the same 

time show you how you can efficiently ensure the economic success of your hotel even in uncertain times as 

well as how to restart after this shutdown. 

 

What-if scenarios & 

Forecasting 
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What-if scenarios & Forecasting are necessity in uncertain times. 

What is What-if scenarios? 

To cut a long story short, a What-if calculation is not just a planning tool, but also provides an outlook, e.g., 

all expected revenues would be measured against all anticipated costs of an upcoming period. The tool 

calculates the effect of changes of any amended variable on the total hotel result. One can use the hotel’s 

own P&L as it gives the opportunity to simulate the comeback after this crisis – be it as a short-term scenario or 

as a worst-case scenario. 

What is Forecasting? 

Forecasts can be translated to ‘expected calculation’. Behind this simple phrase, composed of ‘expected’ and 

‘calculation’, hides an extensive planning process. While a budget consists exclusively of plan values for the 

respective financial year, values are combined in the forecast. On the one hand, actual is considered for past 

months, on the other hand, advance planning is adapted to the current circumstances. 

Whereas the budget is not changed within the financial year and thus contains the planned targets for the 

financial year, the planned values in the forecast are adjusted to the actual expectations. Daily updated on-the-

books values help to determine the plan values.  

The graph shows: The current forecast is the reflection of reality at the present time. It combines past 

(actual) figures with planned figures. The comparison of different scenarios – budget, previous forecasts, 

current forecast, what-if, the previous year – show differences and reveals the deviations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The forecast provides the opportunity to make necessary adjustments in time and to use the potential for 

adjustments. 
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The choice of intervals between the two forecasts depends directly on market behavior. In turbulent times 

like this, when you have to pass through COVID-19, the intervals should be as short as possible. Forecasting is 

therefore also a method that takes into account the rapidly changing world. The period between budget 

planning and year-end balance sheet is too long. 

 

Best practice: 

The following procedure has proven to be the best practice: After finalizing the budget planning, 

the budget for the entire financial year is copied once into the forecast. Therefore, at the beginning 

of the financial year, the budget and forecast are initially identical. Both processes contain the 

same plan data for the entire financial year. 

As already described, while the budget is not changed, the adjustment of the forecast takes place. 

Actual is considered for past time periods whereas planning is adjusted for the future. This means 

that you do not always have to plan the entire financial year again. The next three months will 

often be adjusted, while the budget values will continue to be expected in the future. 

 

What-if scenarios & Forecasting as control instruments 

What-if scenarios and forecasting does not mean controlling. They are the preliminary stage of active success 

control. To present what has been achieved at regular intervals is the most important step in identifying 

deviations from the plan and finding solutions to achieve the set goal. The actual process behind this is the 

control of the variables. So, the answer to the question: Which screw do I have to turn in order to achieve 

maximum success in the current situation?  

For all hotel departments 

For this purpose, deviations from the plan and alternative courses of action must be shown at all levels and in 

all departments. With the help of What-if calculations, hotels can gain crucial information about the financial 

impact of different measures throughout all departments, in particular with the parallel calculation and the 

subsequent comparison of the different planning scenarios. 

For quick response times 

Using various What-if scenarios helps the comparative analysis of sales strategies and price regulations and 

their effect on profitability. The scenario with the highest level of profit margins will define the provisions for the 

room allotments and the corresponding room rate. This is even more important in the case of short-term, 

unplanned demand variations at the end of the crisis. For example, when people start to spontaneously use 

their “newly regained freedom to travel”. 

For the risk assessment of the future  

For long-term commercial decisions, What-if scenarios can calculate the future implications of today’s actions. 

Therefore, the What-if calculation supports the risk assessment of different planning scenarios. 
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The calculation of different possibilities indicates clearly, how hotel KPIs, (revenue, costs etc.) can develop. This is 

useful for labor or cash flow planning of a hotel. Moreover, it is also helpful with alternative investment 

decisions. 

For more transparency 

What is needed is an unobstructed and simple view of plan deviations at every point, in every department, on 

every single hotel segment, flexibly adjustable in the level of detail for the various management levels. 

Automatically calculated key figures quickly show the deviations between target and actual turnover and 

costs. The gained transparency leads to a competitive advantage because the complete potential is used to 

improve the return. Each department can make its contribution to improvement, each one takes responsibility 

in its own area of competence. 

Forecasting with Excel 

Excel is used in many hotels. Is the following situation familiar to you? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The question is, are there more efficient methods that better meet the hotel-specific challenges? 

• What are the advantages of using tools that are tailored to the needs of the hotel industry and optimize 

the entire process through automation, reduce the effort and maximize information value through 

visual representation? 

• Wouldn’t it make more sense to use a software solution that is transparent, promotes cooperation and 

at the same time is flexible enough to meet the different requirements of all stakeholders? 

Especially during this unexpected Coronavirus crisis that caught everyone almost completely off-guard, the 

What-if calculation and forecasting are necessary methods of hotel financial planning to ensure long-term 

economic performance, as well as competitive advantages. All information gathered from using these tools are 

helpful to run through different options, thus assisting in the preparation for decision-making based on 

fundamental economic principles. 
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All it takes is the right financial planning software. FairPlanner would be the one, as proven by more than 4.000 

hotels around the globe using this hotel-specific software for the planning of their revenues and costs alike. 

 

 

With FairPlanner, success is easier to plan. 

We have made it our mission to support hoteliers with a hotel-specific financial planning solution for 

planning, budget, and forecast. FairPlanner is currently used by over 4,000 hotel customers worldwide. 

FairPlanner takes industry-specific standards into account and also offers over 70 interfaces for easy 

integration. FairPlanner is already a valuable component of its planning and controlling process for around 

11,000 users worldwide. 

  

https://fairmas.com/en/company/references/
https://fairmas.com/en/company/interfaces/

